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about
I’m a Front End Developer specialized in React and CSS. I'm really passionate about UI
design, design systems, responsive design, animations, and CSS-in-JS. I’d be interested
in anything related to improving the web UI and make it look and feel like a native
application.
I’m keen on tooling and other ways to leverage, as much as possible, the automation of
workflows.
I'm also interested in the latest technologies and trends in the front end space like SSR,
GraphQL, or PWAs.

skills
HTML
HTML5, Semantic, Accessibility, ARIA, Responsive Web Design

CSS
CSS3, Sass, BEM, OOCSS, SMACSS, Flexbox, CSS Grid, PostCSS, Bootstrap, Foundation

JavaScript
ES6, TypeScript, jQuery, GraphQL, Unit Testing, Jest, E2E Testing, Cypress, Puppeteer

React
Redux, Redux Toolkit, Redux Thunk, Gatsby, Next, Apollo Client, Urql, Reselect, React Router, Reach
Router, Emotion, Styled Components, React Testing Library, Enzyme, Framer Motion, React Pose, React
Spring, Storybook

Tools
GIT, CircleCI, AWS, Netlify, Vercel, Webpack, Parcel, ESLint, Prettier, Grunt, Gulp, Sketch, Figma, Zeplin,
Balsamiq, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe XD, Adobe Target, Google Analytics

Misc
UI Design, UX Design, Wireframing, Agile, Scrum, Kanban, TDD, BDD, A/B Testing, CI/CD

work experience
10/2019
Currently

at

Senior Software Engineer
Sainsbury’s - London (UK)
As Front End Tech Lead of one of the teams in the marketing family, I’m responsible for shaping
the direction of the Front End architecture of the products from inception to delivery with
particular attention to the React landscape. My target is to improve the performance of the sites,
reduce error rates and boost accessibility; with particular focus on tooling to increase automation
and the developer experience in order to deliver more, faster and safer.
As part of the leadership team of the family, I’m heavily involved with the interview process and
the family’s community of practices, where I’m really active by collaborating, sharing and reaching
out to other colleagues and teams.

06/2018
10/2019

at

Software Engineer
Sainsbury’s - London (UK)
Worked in an Agile team delivering a wide range of projects. As part of the Front End team, I
focused on developing React web applications, with a high emphasis on performance and user
experience. In order to achieve this, I have implemented a variety of technologies, tools, and
services that have fulfilled those expectations and in many ways have lowered the cost and
improved substantially the development experience, thus increasing the work delivery.
In addition, I have worked closely with the Back End and Cloud team not only to expand my
knowledge in those areas but also to apply solutions that improve my projects overall.
Last but not least, I have been an integral part of the interview processes to expand my current
team and the mentoring process for our graduates.

01/2018
05/2018

at

Front End Developer
Optimad - London (UK)
In charge of developing a new platform for the UK TV Broadcasters and Advertisement Media
Outlets, implementing a modern front end setup, and designing and maintaining a
comprehensive style guide for the project.

10/2016
01/2018

at

UI Developer
Harrods - London (UK)
Developed and supported the main website with a special focus on the checkout user journey
using high standards of performance, responsiveness, and accessibility. Created several
internal tools to improve the efficiency of other departments’ workflows. Additionally, I was
responsible for the development of the email templates.
For more information about previous roles: yago.dev

education
2015 Higher Technician in Development of Web Applications
IES Chan Do Monte - Spain

2014 Technician in Microcomputer Systems and Networks
IES Chan Do Monte - Spain

languages
mother tongue Spanish & Galician
C1

English

hobbies
Games

TV Shows

Films

Travel

UX/UI Design

Gadgets

